GE Appliances
Models: ZIP360NN****, ZIPS360NN****
Capacity: 20.8 Cubic Feet

Compare ONLY to other labels with yellow numbers. Labels with yellow numbers are based on the same test procedures.

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost

$79

Cost Ranges

Models with similar features

$58  $79

All models

$37  $94

661 kWh
Estimated Yearly Electricity Use

• Your cost will depend on your utility rates and use.
• Both cost ranges based on models of similar size capacity.
• Models with similar features have automatic defrost, bottom-mounted freezer, and no through-the-door ice.
• Estimated energy cost based on a national average electricity cost of 12 cents per kWh.

ftc.gov/energy 224D5052P004A

Customer: General Electric Co.
Part #: 224D5052P004A
Description: Refrigerator Energy Guide
Size: 5.375" x 7.375"
Art Prep/Date: 10/30/19

Please check this proof carefully against your original copy and specifications.

ART PROOF ONLY

UNWIND CHART
LABEL SIDE OUT

This proof must be signed, or we cannot proceed with production of this label.

SIGNATURE OF CUSTOMER

☐ PROOF O.K.
☐ PROOF O.K. WITH CORRECTIONS OR ALTERATIONS AS INDICATED,
☐ MAKE CORRECTIONS OR ALTERATIONS AS INDICATED, AND SHOW A REVISED PROOF.